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1. Summary
1.1. Travel Solutions Designed for Your Unique
Needs
Our goal is to provide a solution that is unique to your
corporate culture and organizational goals. Implementing a
solution is more than just software and processes, we want
the solution to reflect your competitive advantage in the
marketplace. The CentralCommand solution will also
streamline standard business process so that your team can
start to analyze data and utilize the information to drive
growth and innovation for your customers. We can do this
utilizing the Unit4 ERP as a base platform for all your travel
processes.

Solution Description

1.2. Unit4 ERP for Travel
CentralCommand is the first ERP that has been built for the
travel industry. By leveraging the Unit4 ERP technology
platform and tools, CentralCommand is the only Travel Back
office solution that is multi-company, multi-currency and
multi-language. Thanks to the CentralCommand module, the
solution will include travel-specific components for unrivalled
facilitation of travel management operations, customer
service and profitability. This integrated solution will allow
you to consolidate its current back and middle office
solutions into a single, cohesive finance environment - rather
than having separate back and mid office solutions. The
expected results will be more efficient end-to-end
transaction processing, optimal data transparency,
elimination of redundant and possibly conflicting
information, and a considerably lower cost of ownership. It is
important to stress that business and data models of the
Unit4 solution can be changed quickly without touching any
underlying source code. As a result, the solution empowers
business users to be able to effect system changes quickly,
with minimal business disruption and without the need for
the expensive consultancy services typically required for
traditional financial systems. This flexibility is achieved by
having a common foundation across all modules, reports
and workflows that automatically adapt to changing data
structures. Research has shown that Unit4 ERP customers
spend 55% less on annual running costs than others who run
alternative ERP solutions [Source: IDC research.]
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Standardizing processes and global processes
CentralCommand is the only fully integrated travel solution
covering both mid and back office functions under one
umbrella solution. This Unit4 solution provides an
opportunity for you to exceed the initial ambitions of
separate consolidation of mid and back office systems. The
extra level of systems consolidation means easier
implementation and adjustment of standard best practices in
both the middle and back office processes. You will be on a
truly global, yet highly flexible platform which can
accommodate regional/local requirements. A powerful
workflow engine will enable you to institute end-to-end
corporate business processes across mid and back offices.
The workflow tool also allows for the monitoring of process
performance to easily identify potential bottlenecks which
may justify adjustments to be made to a given process to
ensure more efficient transactional processing.
Reducing complexities
The Unit4 solution will eliminate the need for integration
between mid and back office applications. By introducing
one homogenous, flexible solution for mid and back offices,
Your agency can expect optimal reductions in complexity;
from a system, business process, and user perspective. In
other words, you will have one system to build up and
maintain knowledge. One system alone to maintain, one
system alone to support, one system alone to train users to
expertly use. From the outset, the solution is designed to
connect with the GDS(s) using standard interfaces and
therefore also contains a considerable basis for interfacing
with your agency's proprietary booking platforms.

Solution Description

Facilitating innovation and development of new services
with industry leading flexibility
Thanks to the most flexible system architecture in the ERP
industry adapting is easy. So when Your agency has to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

make ongoing changes to business processes
absorbing new acquisitions
make structural changes
modify reports
develop new data-driven services for Your clients
and/or ensure compliance with changing regulations
adjust to comply global, regional, and/or local regulation

the effort to make these changes is greatly reduced, allowing
you to continue to focus on the activities that will advance
their company in the marketplace. Any such changes
required will only require modification to a single solution. In
other words, the Unit4 solution is an IT platform which
supports business innovation.
Increasing automation
With a more tightly coupled mid and back office platform
capable of integrating with Your agency CBR tool (or
individually with GDSs and non-GDS booking tools), Your
agency can expect a higher degree of automation in data
flows and processes across departments and locations. Error
detection features are built into the core of the solution to
ensure the correctness and completeness of booking data
passing downstream in the organization.
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Exerting greater control (better control environment)
Role-based system access down to the data field level allows
for a structured approach to data and system control. Users
can have different rights within different legal
entities/companies and rights that are specific to the
individual user – not just his/her role. You are therefore able
to apply controls on a global and local level without
adversely affecting the end user's access.
Reducing costs
From our conversations, we have noted a significant cost of
IT at Your agency resulting not only from the many separate
maintenance and support fees paid, but also from the many
internal and external resources required to operate, maintain,
and support the various systems you have in place. Unifying
travel accounting operations onto a single mid office
platform will lead to optimal cost savings from reduced
negotiated annual maintenance and support fees. At the
same time, spend on operating and supporting a single
solution will decreased based on the reduced required effort
involved. The Unit4 solution is especially compelling from a
cost perspective thanks to its flexibility that will allow Your
agency to make changes to the solution at much lower cost
than would be the case with traditional ERP/Finance
solutions. Over the course of system life, this will lead to a
considerably lower total cost of ownership. Costs per
transaction and ancillary activities can also be expected to
decrease as a result of optimally integrated processes and
data.

Solution Description

Delivering insights to improve operational performance
and business decisions
A principle reason for the success of the Unit4 solution is its
unique ability to cater for a multitude of information,
coupled with its ability to rapidly change as needs dictate. In
order to address the demand for information across the
organization and satisfy all users in all areas, powerful
reporting and data capture rules cater for unlimited analysis.
Unlike a more traditional approach, where the whole
structure is fixed, the Unit4 Solution allows part of the
structure to remain static while offering flexibility at the
posting level.
In order to improve operational performance as a TMC, you
need a future solution which embraces and integrates travelspecific information from travel-specific data sources. As an
industry solution built for TMCs, the Unit4 application is
equipped to capture and process exactly this information.
With the powerful built-in reporting and analytics tools for
corporate distributed reports as well as ad hoc queries. As
demonstrated during the product presentation, the ease at
which business users can define new reports as reporting
requirements change without the need to involve IT and/or
external system consultants will ensure that Your agency
business users can get the right insights without delay and
dependence on technical resources.
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Improving the quality of data for better and more timely
information

Increasing the speed of execution / shortening time-tomarket

Through standard real-time interfaces with GDS's (or in
connection with the Your agency Central Booking
Repository) we can ensure an automated and timely delivery
of relevant data into the integrated solution; thereby
eliminating time-consuming, error-prone manual entry.

In order to reinforce your position as a technology-leader
and first mover in the travel industry, you need a system that
is flexible and nimble – especially after the implementation.
With the ERP industry’s most flexible system architecture,
the Unit4 solution will enable you to consistently launch new
initiatives faster and more cost-effectively than your
competitors. Whether these initiatives consist of new
differentiating services or “simply” capturing new data to
satisfy management reporting, your system must be easy to
change, so you can turn speed into a competitive advantage
that will help increase customer satisfactions and retention
and gain market share. Traditional ERP systems lack this
post-implementation agility. They are rigid and require
customization to accommodate business change once the
system is live. This means that your cost of ownership will go
up, time to market for new initiatives will increase, and you
will experience undesirable disruption of your daily
operations when making system changes.

The built-in data validation rules and error-detection
mechanism ensure that data captured is always accurate and
complete and allows for easy correction of any detected
errors. Since the solution is built for the travel industry, the
information contained is especially fit for Your agency
reporting purposes and offers a single source of the truth.
This all contributes to the accuracy, completeness and
availability of the travel-specific information required for
better and faster business decisions at Your agency.

In summary, the Unit4 solution CentralCommand
functionality will enable your agency to raise efficiency in
end-to-end travel accounting processes and transaction
handling.

Solution Description
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1.3. Functionality beyond just Travel Back
Office
CentralCommand can be extended beyond just a Travel Back
Office solution by implementing the whole Unit4 suite of
tools. This can include:
•

Unit4 ERP Modules:
o Core Financials
o Fundamentals
▪ Automated Workflow Management
▪ Forms
▪ Modeler
▪ Flexifields
▪ Action Items
o CentralCommand Travel
o Project and Billing
▪ Group Accounting
▪ Automated Bulk Billing
o Logistics
▪ Purchasing
▪ Inventory
▪ Sales Orders
o Human Resource Management
o Planner
▪ Budgeting and Forecasting
o Web Reporting and Analyzer

1.4. Global Coverage
CentralCommand is currently deployed in over 30 countries
globally. The CentralCommand application allows up to
configure the application to meet the local requirements of
each country's taxation and reporting requirements with very
little customization if required.

You can also leverage additional Unit4 tools such as Unit4 FP&A
which has been integrated with the CentralCommand Travel
data.

Solution Description
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2. Functionality Overview
Before we outline the basic travel solution workstream which we
call Travel Lifecycle, we would like to introduce to some the
tools that are available in the platform that extend across all
modules. These tools allow us to extend the capabilities of the
modules beyond the basic functionality.

•

Account Groups – Account Rollups that allow us to
rollup accounts for Reporting Purposes.

2.1. Fundamentals
Fundamentals are the main building blocks of the
CentralCommand Solution. They allow us to configure the
solution specific to your needs, it also allows you to change
as your business continues to change and meet the needs of
the ever-changing travel industry.
2.1.1. Accounting Structure
The Accounting Structure is made up of 5 elements:
•

•
•

Attributes – User and System Data Elements allows us
to capture and report on data unique to your
organization.
Relations – When we tie to related Attributes together
to create structures for reporting roll-up or validation
Account Rules – Creates a posting string that we use
during the financial process from all Unit4 ERP
modules including CentralCommand. It the account
rules that allows to report on profit and loss on
multiple structures such as Branch, Division Customer,
Carriers, Agents.

Solution Description
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•

Chart of Accounts – Your Chart of Accounts! These are
tied to both Account Rules and Account Groups to
create a powerful financial reporting structure:

All three tools allow user to customize their own
inquiries by selecting specific data columns, setting
sort order, subtotaling levels and display descriptions
of things like accounts, customers and air carriers, etc.
(attributes). Inquiries can be saved as Private or Global
to allow user to use the same inquiry.
Users can create their own custom reporting menu that
can be used in both the desktop and web interface.

2.1.2. Reporting
The second Fundamental Tool are the numerous
Reporting capabilities within UBW Platform.
Reporting tools are broken down to two categories:
•
•

Inquiry Tools
Reporting Output Tools
2.1.2.1. Inquiry Tools
Inquiry tools gives the users the ability to create
inquiries within the application, that can be saved for
repeated use. There are four different inquiry tools:
•
•
•
•

User Web Reporting Menu

Simple Inquiry
Advanced Inquiry
Browser Template
Information Browsers (Web)

Solution Description
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2.1.2.2. Reporting Output Tools
The second class of reporting tools are Output tools,
these allow you to create reports that can be
distributed automatically or in both electronic and
paper format. The Report Engine tools allow us to take
the data from anyone of the inquiry tools and create
exportable documents.
These tools consist of:
•

•

•

Excelerator – a key word add in to excel that
allows us to create reports in MS Excel
dynamically.
Xtra Reports – This is a tool developed by
DevExpress that has been integrated into UBW.
It allows us to create PDF reports. It also allows
for graphical representation of data.
XML, CSV and ASCII (Fixed text or Tab
delimited) for export or integration

2.1.2.3 Analyzer
Analyzer is a powerful data analytics tool that allows
users to graphically display data.

User can then filter and
dynamically manipulate the data in
order to perform different analysis
of the data. Analyzer charts can
then be saved and exported in
Excel, PDF, HTML or XML formats.
Charts can then be exported in
PNG, JPEG, SVG and PDF. That can
be inserted in PowerPoint to
present to relevant business
owners.

Solution Description
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Analyzer can graphically create data in multiple formats; Pie Charts, Line Charts, Heat Maps, Scattered Charts.

User can then filter and dynamically manipulate the data in order to perform different analysis of the data. Analyzer charts can then be
saved and exported in Excel, PDF, HTML or XML formats.

Solution Description
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3. Productivity Tools
UBW has several Productivity Tools that can be implemented to
increase automation and efficiency in the day to day routine
tasks.

3.1. Workflow
Workflow is a tool that allows us to map routine business
process and automate the tasks within the process. For
example we can create a workflow that processes journal
entries based on the amount of the transaction to be routed
for approval. We can also create workflows based on the
creation of a customer master file.

All workflows are rules based that can configured based on
your unique needs or requirements.

Solution Description
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3.2. Document Archive
The ERP Document archive allows users to store documents
(text, images, videos, etc., i.e. everything that can be saved as
a “file”) as additional information about certain key items
(objects) in the ERP database. Therefore, a document in the
Document archive will not be a business object by itself, but
always belong to something else, for example:
• A scanned image of a printed invoice (the document)
is added to a purchase order (the key item). The
scanned image will confirm that the data stored in the
ERP tables is correct.
• An email from a Supplier (the document) is added to
the supplier record (key item) in Supplier Master File.
• One or more images (documents) are added to
certain products (key items in Resource Master File).
This makes it possible for users to see a picture of the
actual team members.

In principle, any collection of data fields can be defined as a
ERP form, and made available for data entry and
modifications through custom screens and automatically
generated menus.

Supplier Registration Form and associated workflow

3.3. Forms
The Forms module allows a ERP super user (system
administrator) to define new business objects (the forms),
screens and menus. From paper based to electronic: The
main purpose is to facilitate transition of paper based forms
(e.g. applications of various sorts) to electronic forms, and
with the ability to handle the form content as any other
business objects stored in the ERP database (send on
workflow, create reports etc).

Solution Description
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4. Travel Lifecycle Workstream
In order to explain the core functionality of CentralCommand we will outline one of the core travel business workstream that we start with all customers – Travel Lifecycle. The
Travel Lifecycle workstream covers the business process from booking in the GDS to Cash settlement, both AP and AR. One thing we would like to stress again is this is the basic
workflow. We will outline additional example of workflows that we have created for different customers later in the document.

4.1. Booking Process
The process begins with the ticketing of the transactions in the GDS or supporting booking platforms. In the case of the GDS we can interface with all major GDS's (Sabre,
Amadeus, Apollo, Galileo and Worldspan. We utilize the standard message file technology from each of the GDS systems using their applicable print manager software. The
message files will need to be delivered to our Parser folder structure for processing. If we non-GDS XML is used to interface transaction outside the traditional booking
method, then those files will need to be delivered to our Parser folder structure as well.
CentralCommand uses the native front office ticketing and accounting entries that are then created in the GDS Message files. However, we can add additional remarks that
can be mapped to any fields in the travel transaction to enhance the data during the processing of the data. This is gives us the best of both worlds. We can use the standard
GDS functionality and then enhance it by utilizing remarks.

Solution Description
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4.2. Interface Process

4.3. Dataload

The processing of message files is real time. There are two
automated steps that the files will go through prior to being
loaded into the CentralCommand application for further
processing by the Dataload process. Both of IFP and IFW
processes are configured as Windows services on the
CentralCommand application server.

Dataload is a server process that imports the data from the
temporary holding tables that are loaded by the IFW process.
During the Dataload process we will perform three main
functions: Data Mapping, Data Validation and Data
Standardization.

4.2.1. IFP Parser
The IFP Parser takes the GDS Messages in their different
formats and formats them into a standard XML file. Once
the file is processed, we can delete the file or move it into
an encrypted file folder if we ever need to troubleshoot
issues with the transaction in the future. If we archive the
file, then we usually recommend a retention policy in
which we can delete the file after a set amount of time.

4.3.1. Data Mapping
The Data Mapping Tool allows us to take any remark and
map it to any field within the Travel data set that we
import into CentralCommand. We can also map to "FlexiFields" which are added to the Travel transaction. Data
Mapping is used.

Once the IFP successfully creates an XML file it inserts the
file into an XML processing folder for the IFW to process
the data.
4.2.2. IFW Table Load
The IFW Table Load process processes the XML and
inserts the data into s set of working tables within the
CentralCommand database. The tables are permanent
tables in the database that hold the data until the
CentralCommand Dataload process can be run. The IFW
run automatically there is no user intervention required.

Solution Description
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A Data Mapping set can have multiple rules, allowing for
multiple levels of restriction of how the data mapping will
apply. We can also apply the data mapping to specific
Customers, Groups of Customers (Relations), Branches,
Group of Branches (Relations) or Vendors, Group of
Vendors (Relations). For each Data Mapping Rule we can
then have different Mapping sets.
For example; we could have a rule that has a standard
mapping of remarks, then we could have a rule in the
data mapping that is specific to one customer that would
be used in that one specific situation.
We use data mapping sets for a variety of purposes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Credit Card Merchant Process
Customer Number
Branch Code Mapping
Agent ID Mapping
Reporting \ UDID Element Mapping
Mark-up Mapping
Service Fee Generation Remark Mapping
Savings Code \ Savings Amount Mapping

4.3.2. Data Validation
The adage "Garbage in Garbage" out applies to travel
data more so then any other industry. The travel Industry
has struggled for years trying to get data correct. The
CentralCommand answer to this issue is our
comprehensive Data Validation module. It is not a
replacement of a Quality Control (Mid-Office) tool and a
great back-up solution. Our belief is that the best place to
fix data corrections should be at source, but we recognize
that that is not always the case. The Data Validation tool
includes some standard rules that apply in order to
properly ensure that CentralCommand can properly
process the data that it receives. These standard rules
include:

These are just a list of some of the mapping examples.

Solution Description
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Data Validation can be applied to either ITIN – Itinerary
items or INV – Invoice Items.
Depending on the impact of the data violation will
determine the severity. E- Error; means that users will
need to fix the data issue prior to the transaction being
imported into the system. W-Warning; means that the
data will be imported into the system, but the error is
logged so that user can fix the data after processing.

4.3.2.1. Correction Process
There are three error correction screen that are used to
check error coming into the system. All the error
screen are available through the Web and Desktop
platforms:
Fatal Errors
In the View fatal messages window you can view and
correct fatal errors on messages that were not loaded
into the transaction tables and that remain in the work
tables, or that were not loaded into the work tables
and have to be resubmitted through the front office.
Fatal errors include:
•
•
•
•
•

Incorrect IUR revision.
Corrupted IUR messages.
Unreadable messages.
Out of memory.
An attempt to void when no matching
transaction exists or the matching transaction
has already been voided.

Solution Description

•

•

An invalid IATA location ID. The IATA location ID
determines the client and without the client, the
message cannot be processed.
A refund or exchange that does not have a
matching transaction or the matching
transaction has already been refunded or
exchanged.

Each row in the View fatal messages window indicates
a single error, however multiple errors can occur on
the same transaction.
The options for correcting fatal errors include:
•
•

Fix the error manually in the Correction field.
Edit or add data in a fixed register.

In this case, there is no need to use the Correction
field, but the rows must be revalidated. On
revalidation, the correct information becomes
available, and the error message disappears from the
View fatal messages window. The messages are then
included in the next run of the Data load.
If an error cannot be corrected, the transaction has to
be fixed in the front office and reprocessed. If this is
the case, the Correction field will be greyed out. To
keep a copy of the transaction error, it can be tagged
and moved to History.
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4.3.2.2. Error Messages
In the View error messages window you can correct
errors on transactions that have not been inserted into
the transaction tables or posted to Financials.
Error correction
Each row in the View error messages window
represents a single error, but multiple errors can occur
on the same transaction. The options for error
correction include the ability to:

Solution Description

•
•

Fix the error manually in the Correction field and
then save.
Edit or add data in a fixed register. In this case,
there is no need to use the Correction field, but
the rows must be revalidated and saved. On
revalidation, the correct information will be
available and so the error message will
disappear from the View error messages
window. The messages are then included in the
next run of the Data load.
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•

•

Fix an error by creating a new customer or
vendor record using the Create new customer
or Create new vendor Tools commands. These
options open a new window where you can
create a new record using information in the
error message, correct the error by matching to
an existing record, or correct the error manually.
Zoom to the XB21 Ticket/Vendor window or the
TXB021 Ticket/Vendor window (which, among
many other things, supports duplicate ticket
checking), where the errors can be fixed and
saved. Refer to Explanation of fields for details
on how to choose which window opens when
using the Zoom functionality. With this method,
there is no need for the XB60 Data load process
to revalidate.

4.3.2.3. View Warning Messages
In the View warning messages window you can view
and correct warnings on transactions that have been
inserted into the transaction (TTD) tables and have also
been posted to Financials but contain warnings.

Each row in the window is a single warning, but
multiple warnings (and rows) can be attached to a
single transaction.
4.3.2.4. Data Standardization
The last step of the Dataload process is the
standardization of data. Based on the settings of sever
UBW System Parameters we can create different
treatments that occur to the data. Some of the
Standardization functionality includes:
•
•
•
•
•

Purchase Cards
Duplicate Tickets
Branch ID Determination
Customer ID Treatment
Car and Hotel Itinerary Items – Void and
Replacement logic.

For example, we have a parameter that tells us how to
treat duplicate tickets:
To check for duplicate transactions, you need to define the
XB_EW_DUP_TKTNUM_DAYS system parameter to validate for
duplicate ticket numbers for a set period of days in the past and if found,
flag as an error or warning.

From the View warning messages window, you can
Zoom to the XB21 Ticket/Vendor window or the
TXB021 Ticket/Vendor window (which, among many
other things, supports duplicate ticket checking),
correct the warnings, and then save the transactions.
Refer to Explanation of fields for details on how to
choose which window opens when using the Zoom
functionality.

Solution Description
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4.4. Transaction Processing
Once the Dataload process has successfully loaded the
transactions into CentralCommand database there are
several applications used to perform specific tasks,
specifically related to travel data. These tasks include, based
on the order of standard processing:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Service Fee Generation
Invoice Number Generation
Invoicing (Transactional)
Credit Card Authorization
BSP\ARC Reconciliation and Auto Update
Credit Card Reconciliation
Commission Reconciliation
Agent Commissions
Reporting

4.4.1. Service Fees
With the Service fees module, users can create and apply
fees to CentralCommand invoices or accrual accounts.
The Service fees server process can be scheduled so that
service fees are automatically created according to the
rules that have been set up. This process will generate
fees, and should these fees be accrued fees, they will also
be posted to the GL. Fees that are created as invoice
items will be posted according to the normal financial
posting process.

Normal business procedure is to create a fee table on the
customer Masterfile using flexi-fields. We then pull the
fee amount from the fee table based on several rules.
Fees can then be grouped and assigned to specific
customers or customer groups.
This module gives you complete flexibility to develop
what ever fee model you require for your customer base
and is one of the main reasons we can configure the
CentralCommand application base on your unique
business needs.
Fee Structure
Fees Structures are based on the following:

Calculations
Fees
Roll-ups
Models

The power of the fee engine is its ability to generate fees
based on any data element that is available travel
transaction including remarks.

Solution Description
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Calculations

•

In the Calculations window you can create, view, edit, and
delete calculation formulas used with service fees.
Calculations are added, edited, and displayed in three
different forms (tabs).
•

Calculation Pool – view the existing set of
calculations.

•

Calculation Detail – add or edit a calculation.

Calculation Overview – view the calculation setup
in a tree structure format.

When implementing Service Fees, the first step is to set
up Calculations.

Fees
It is in the Fee window that we enter what criteria must
be met in order to generate the fees. For example, if a fee
applies when a hotel is booked. Then we would set-up
the fee to recognize that a hotel itinerary in contained in
the transaction. We would then apply the fee using the
calculation to determine the amount.
Fees can be generated as a true Fee or it could be a
discount. For example, if you have a commission sharing
agreement on air tickets with your customer, we can
calculate the discount on the transaction as a accrual fee
that can be part of the monthly invoice process.

Solution Description
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In the Fees window you can create, modify, and remove,
Fees and Fee Rules. Fees are viewed and set up in a set of
three forms.
•

Fee Pool – View the current set of Fees used with
Service Fees.

•

Fee Detail – Identify when, what, and how the fee
will be charged.

Solution Description

•

Fee Rules – Define the circumstances for when the
service fee will be applicable.
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Roll-ups

Models

In Roll-up window you can define and review the codes
used for Fee Rollups. Rollups are used in Fee Models
where you can specify the invoice text where multiple
service fees are applicable. When a Rollup is used in a Fee
Model, all fees using a rollup must have the same Vendor
ID.

A Model is a set of fee components that will be applied
to transactions according to the criteria, rules, and
circumstances established during the setup of
Calculations and Fees. Before you can add a Model, you
must have at least one Calculation and one Fee.
Specifying Rollups on Models is optional.

Solution Description
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Fee Generation
Once the Fee Set-up has been completed we can then
generate fees or discounts on transactions. This can be
completed in two ways:

Manual Fees
In Manual Fees window you can apply Service Fees to
transactions found in the system. The service fees can be
assessed automatically according to the setup provided
in Allocations, or the fee can be added directly to an
invoice. Manual fees are managed in two ways. In the
Transactions table, you can filter and search for the set of
transactions you are applying service fees to; and from
the Transactions table, you can Zoom (ALT+F6) to the

Solution Description

Invoice form to apply a service fee based on a Model or
register an individual fee directly to the invoice.
When a service fee has been applied to a transaction, the
row displays in a different color, the Fee total field lists
the service fees amount, and the State field value is Has
fees.

Service Fees Server Process (X2007)
The Service fees server process can be scheduled so that
service fees are automatically created according to the
rules that have been set up. This process will generate
fees, and should these fees be accrued fees, they will also
be posted to the GL. Fees that are created as invoice
items will be posted according to the normal financial
posting process.
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4.4.2. Invoice Number Generation (XB119)
The Invoice Number Generation server process provides
customers the ability to generate and assign Travel
Invoice Numbers from CentralCommand instead of using
the GDS invoice number. The invoice generation process
assigns invoice numbers generated from the Invoice
numbers and series fixed register and link those numbers
to invoice items within the database.
There are multiple scenarios that are covered within this
invoice process.
•

•

•

Single Transactions – Interfaced or manually
entered transactions where the invoice number is
linked to a single CentralCommand Transaction
number.
Merged Transaction – Interfaced or manually
entered transactions where multiple
CentralCommand transactions with the same PNR
are linked together for invoicing purposes.
Segment Invoices – Invoice items that are created
and linked to segment information created with
the new Segment Invoice functionality within
CentralCommand.

Invoice Number and Type Fixed Register
The Invoice Number and Type Fixed Register window is
used to format new invoice numbers. Invoice number
ranges and formats can be the same or different, for both
invoice types. Invoice numbers may consist of a
combination of fixed values, separators, relations on
branch, customer or iatalocid, and a counter in any
combination.
•

•

If the size of the counter will be the number with
no proceeding zeroes, set the length of the
counter to 0.
If the length is greater than 0, smaller numbers will
be padded with zeroes on the left to make up the
size indicated.

The Invoice Number Generation Server Process is
normally scheduled to run automatically.

Solution Description
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4.4.3. Invoicing
The CentralCommand invoice process creates the
itinerary and billing information for the passenger. The
invoice includes itinerary information about the trip such
as the cost of the air ticket, cost of the cruise or tour, rate
information for hotel, and/or car, and other travel
information. These invoices will be printed per transaction
number.
The system parameter XB_AUTO_INVOICE must be
present and on to enable printing of the XB201 report
version. In the case of itinerary-only
transactions that are not assigned Invoice
numbers during the Invoice number
generation process, the transaction number
will be used instead of the assigned invoice
number, if printing using the XB201 report
version.

also further filter the selected transactions by customer or
by relation on customer.
When multiple forms of payment are used for a single
document, report file XB301 has been provided as part of
the product. This report can be customized and placed in
the customized reports folder. A variant using report
version XB201 should be created to run the XB301 report
file.
Invoices can be formatted based on your requirements.

If you are running the XB201 report version
and the assigned invoice number is missing,
the invoice will not be printed. Instead a
message report will be produced listing those
transactions that have missing invoice
numbers.
If more than one transaction has been
assigned the same invoice number they will
be merged into a single report. You can also
include or exclude segment invoices in the
report, or you can print standalone invoices
with only segment invoice items. You can

Solution Description
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4.4.4. Credit Card Authorization
The Credit card authorization processes all new merchant
sales, as well as changes to sales that have already been
authorized. The Credit Card Authorization provides the
following functionality:
•
•
•
•
•

•

An automated method of authorizing and settling
credit cards when a manual transaction is created.
An automated method of authorizing and settling
credit cards when imported from a data load.
Allows credit card authorization processing to be
performed by CyberSource.
Allows for re-authorization if an error is found.
Allows for entry of authorization results from an
outside source.

Allows for address information related to a credit
card to be pulled from a master file.

Solution Description

All credit merchant (form of payment CM) and purchase
merchant (form of payment PM) transactions that have
not yet been authorized, or that have had an
authorization failure and have been re-selected for
authorization, will be processed.
Currently the only credit card gateway provider used with
this is process is Cybersource, but any payment gateway
can be used with some degree of development. The
following diagram outlines the business process that is
applicable for processing Credit Card Transaction using
the Credit Card Authorization Module including the
financial impact of the transaction:

4.4.5. BSP\ARC Reconciliation and Auto Update
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The following is the suggested BSP process in CentralCommand:

The process allows for the automation of the process with minimal manual steps. This can also be configured in order to meet
your organizations needs. For example, if you practice is not to have agents drive the refunded transaction from the front office
then we can automatically update those transaction that are in the BSP HOT file in the back office.
Here is a brief description of each step in the process within CentralCommand.
(NOTE: While the terminology above references IAR ARC – the same process is applied to the BSP and the BSP HOT file)

Solution Description
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Import Parse (XB118\XB217)
Our system today identifies any differences in the
transactions sent to BSP by the GDS, and the
CentralCommand transactions interfaced from the GDS.
The BSP iata file documents what the GDS sent to the
BSP. When the agency downloads, and imports those
files into CentralCommand, we compare what the GDS
sent to BSP against what the GDS sent to
CentralCommand and show the agency any differences
found in the two data sets.
The BSP Server process loads all the unprocessed BSP
files from predetermined directories, parses, and then
reconciles them.
This server process attempts to load all the files from the
BSP import directories. All the files that have not already
been imported, are loaded using the BSP Loader
component and moved to the Imported sub-directory.
Files that cause exceptions during loading are moved to
the Not Imported sub-directory and an entry is added to
the log.

Solution Description
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BSP Auto Update
The XB116 BSP Auto Update process updates
discrepancies between values found in CentralCommand
and values coming from IAR in the ARC import file.
Values found in this file are considered correct and the
source for updates.

Just to reiterate that in most cases the functionality is available
through both the desktop and web interface:

The exceptions handled by this process are listed below
and referred to as relevant exceptions.
Exception
1
2
3
4
5
8
9
14
15
18
22
23
24

Description
BSP ADJUSTMENT AMOUNT DISCREPANCY
BSP ADJUSTMENT IATALOCID
DISCREPANCY
BSP ADJUSTMENT IS A VOID IN CENCOMM
BUT NOT IN IAR
BSP ADJUSTMENT IS A VOID IN IAR BUT
NOT IN CENCOMM
CANCELLED ELECTRONIC TICKET IS NOT IN
CENCOMM
COMM AMOUNT DISCREPANCY
CXL PENALTY COMM AMT DISCREPANCY
GROSS AMOUNT DISCREPANCY
BSP ADJUSTMENT IS NOT IN CENCOMM
TAX AMOUNT DISCREPANCY
TICKET HAS BEEN REFUNDED IN BSP BUT
NOT IN CENCOMM
TICKET HAS BEEN VOIDED IN CENCOMM
BUT NOT IN BSP
TICKET HAS BEEN VOIDED IN BSP BUT NOT
IN CENCOMM

Solution Description
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Exception Report

BSP Reports

The Exception Report viewer allows users to see BSP
Reconciliation discrepancies. Users can filter down on
specific exceptions in order to determine what need to be
processed.

The BSP Report shows all BSP transactions that have
occurred during the specified time period and is divided
into four sections:
•
•
•
•

Automated cash sales
Automated credit sales
Manual cash sales
Manual credit sales

This is followed by the Recap totals and the Voided
tickets section. Travel agencies will only submit to BSP the
Manual cash sales and the Manual credit sales sections.
The automated transactions are included for
reconciliation purposes. Service fee items are included in
the automated section of the report. After submitting the
BSP Report to BSP, they will close the report so that the
transactions are flagged as closed and will not be
included on the following BSP Report. The BSP Report
should be closed on a weekly basis for each IATA
Location. If the BSP Report is to be closed, the date will
be validated since it must fall on a Sunday. If this is not a
requirement, then the XB12 BSP Report - No Sunday
closure should be used to close the report.

Solution Description
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4.4.6. BSP\ARC Adjustment Process
The BSP Adjustment Process is very simple process. We can import the BSP Adjustment file into CentralCommand, these will
cerate adjustment transaction that can be managed through the UBW application using the Action Item capabilities.

Solution Description
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Adjustments Import (XB40)
The XB40 Adjustment Import process imports adjustments
produced by the Airline Reporting Corporation (ARC) or the
Billing and Settlement Plan (BSP) system.
ARC and BSP provide agencies the ability to download and
import debit memo data from their systems. This data can be
downloaded as comma delimited text and CentralCommand
users can import information from this file type and then update
this information in the Adjustments module. This application
allows for the processing of debit memos, credit memos, and
recall commission statements.

Downloaded files can have different layouts. For this reason the
report parameters allow the positions of the required fields in
the files to be changed in different report variants. This also
means that files with different layouts should be processed from
different directories, if the filenames are not being entered in
the report parameters, because only one set of positions will be
used.

ARC and BSP do not have any knowledge of agents and how
adjustments are split by agent so the import file does not deal
with agents. In order to pay agent commissions,
CentralCommand may split a single adjustment memo,
identified by a ten digit Adjustment #, into more than one
adjustment if there is more than one agent of the same type,
either booking, ticket or outside, earning commission. So,
import detail pertaining to the same Adjustment #, but with
different ticket numbers could in fact be represented in
CentralCommand by more than one adjustment with the same
Adjustment #.
The XB40 Adjustment Import process can be scheduled to run at
intervals and pick up all files required to be processed. For this
reason entry of the import file name is not mandatory since
each file name will be different. Therefore the import directory
location must be entered as a report parameter so that the
scheduled process can pick up any files that are ready for
processing, regardless of their names.

Solution Description
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Adjustment Window
The Adjustment window, you can record Adjustment memos
that were issued by ARC/BSP. Tickets reported through ARC/BSP
may have an error for various reasons, taking the wrong
commission is the most common. Adjustments issued by
validating airlines through ARC/BSP and entered the
CentralCommand database as an accountable document can be
modified or voided within the ARC/BSP reporting period.

The History Tab: Shows the history of changes made to the
Adjustment:
•
•
•

Adjustment history frame shows history records for the
adjustment header fields.
The Adjustment detail history frame lists history records
for the adjustment detail lines.
The Adjustment detail field and list are used to select the
adjustment detail line for which history is to be displayed.

A single adjustment memo may include detail for several
previously entered tickets. The sum of multiple ticket
adjustments will be the total memo amount.
The Adjustment window has three tabs;

The Adjustment Tab: Shows all the details related to the
adjustment.

The Action Overview: Will track action items performed during
the processing of the Adjustments and who is responsible for
what action.

Solution Description
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4.4.7. Credit Card Reconciliation
Using the Credit Card Reconcile process, travel agencies
can assist their customers in reconciling a monthly credit
card statement. The billing information is loaded into the
Sabre CentralCommand system and compared to the
information already stored in the database. As each
transaction is compared, the program determines if the
item meets the criteria for reconciliation. Reconciled
items are those where the Ticket Number and the
Amount in the credit card billing information and the
Sabre CentralCommand database agree. If the ticket
numbers match but the amounts do not agree, the
program provides the option to enter a Suggested
Payment Amount.
Sabre CentralCommand unmatched items are those in
the database that have not yet been billed to the credit
card company.
Credit Card unmatched are those received from the credit
card company and not found in the Sabre
CentralCommand database.

Solution Description
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4.4.8. Commission Reconciliation
The Reconcile process allows a travel agency to reconcile commissions received from suppliers and clearing houses other than
ARC (Airline Reporting Corporation) that have already been imported into the database, either using Import/Reconcile or by
entering the data manually. This process reconciles the information to existing Sabre CentralCommand data and automatically
applies the commission associated with the data.

Solution Description
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XB14 Import/reconcile
Using the Import/reconcile process, a travel agency can track
commissions received from vendors and clearing houses other
than ARC (Airline Reporting Corporation). The Import/reconcile
receives information from these other vendors, reconciles the
information against existing CentralCommand data and
automatically applies the commission associated with the data.
Current imports include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Manual
MC – Marriott
MISC–CAR
MISC–HTL
NPC – International Format
PEG – Pegasus
PM – Paymode
Ritz Carlton
TACS2 Travel Agency Commission Settlement – Format 2
(Property phone is the 24th column in the detail row)
TACS3 Travel Agency Commission Settlement – Format 3
(Property phone is the last (41st) column in the detail
row)

•
•

•
•
•

View the automatic matches made by the
Import/Reconcile and/or Reconcile processes.
Match and unmatched commissions and bookings (can
be manually entered commissions or imported
commissions).
Determine from commission details, the amounts to be
posted to car and hotel commission accounts.
Make check entry details ready for posting to the general
ledger.
Void duplicate checks that were entered or checks that
were not honored by the bank.

You can enter
the
information
on the Check
tab first or on
the Details
tab first.

Check/Reconcile/Apply/Unapply
This window is a single-entry point to:
•
•
•

Manually enter hotel and car commission checks.
Manually enter commission details associated with a
check.
View commissions that have been imported through the
Import/Reconcile process.

Solution Description
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4.4.9. Agent Commissions
The Agents Commission sub-module allows Travel
Management Companies to create agent structures and
run reports to process the Agent Commission payments.

Agent Statement Report

In order to create the statement, the first step is the
create Agent Commission Structure.
Agent Commission
In the Agent Commission window users enter the
commission structure by Agent ID in the Agent
commission window. This commission structure is applied
when the Commissioned Agent Statement report is
processed.

This process provides information about transactions
linked to an Agent ID and/or Employee ID. The statement
allows the travel agency to calculate the amount to pay
each agent/employee as their commission on sales. This
process also provides the capability of closing a
Commissioned Agent Statement.
The Agent Statement contains the following sub-reports:

Agents Commission Claims
Agents can also claim any unclaimed Commission that
they may have booked that did not get attributed to
them in the Agent Commission Report in the Agent
Commission Claims window:

Solution Description

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Commissioned Billing Items
ARC/BSP Adjustments
Voided ARC/BSP Adjustments
Hotel Receipts
Expenses
Open Billing Items Recap
Vendor CC- Open Billing Items Recap
Summary of Items.
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4.4.10. Reporting
As explained under Section 2.1.2 in the Fundamentals
UBW has several reporting tools that can be used within
the product. Under each module, including travel there is
usually windows provided to allows users to inquiry
about data relevant to that module.
For example, in the CentralCommand Travel module
there is a number of inquiry screen available to the users
to access data.

Solution Description

There are also several canned reports available to users to
run that can be produced in PDF or Excelerator. There are
also standard Export style server processes that are used
to export data to third party tools such AIRPLUS or
PRISM.

All report outputs
can be modified to
with the different
reporting tools
available in UBW. We
can add logos and
add additional data
elements to each
report.
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4.5. Ticket \ Vendor Window (XB21\TXB21)
As part of the day to day use of CentralCommand user will
need to access the actual transactions in the system to look
at details, modify transaction details, manually refund,
exchange or void a transaction or even update data that was
generated during the interface process that resulted in a
Warning message. The Ticket / Vendor screen is available in
both the Desktop and the Web interfaces. The Ticket/Vendor
window is where the travel agency enters and amends
transactions in the CentralCommand database.

•

•

•

You use this window to:
•

•

Enter new airline ticket transactions that have been
ticketed, but not recorded, in Sabre CentralCommand.
This happens when an ARC/BSP ticket is generated by
the GDS but not properly processed through the
interface, or when the ticket is handwritten.
Enter new vendor item transactions, that have been
sold, but not recorded in Sabre CentralCommand. This
happens when a vendor item is sold by the GDS but
not processed through the interface.

•
•
•

Enter new invoice items by Zooming (ALT+F6) from an
invoice item on the Invoice item tab to the XB24
Invoice item window. Invoice items can be edited,
invoiced, or have remarks, relations, and flexi-fields
added to them on the XB24 Invoice item window.
Fields that refer to the whole transaction must be
edited in the XB21 Ticket / Vendor window.
Create hotel or car bookings in Sabre
CentralCommand. Generally, a hotel and car booking
does not create a payable, but is generated for
reporting purposes and commission tracking.
Refund transactions that do not exist in Sabre
CentralCommand. This information must be entered
from scratch.
Amend transactions.
Correct errors that were detected by the XB60 Data
load.
Provided they have been altered, remarks will be remapped to the UDID tables, merchant sales, and
PCARD fields only. Since most other fields that are
available for data mapping can be edited in the
window, these will not be re-mapped from remarks on
save even if they are altered. Use the Remark
inquiry/update window to re-map remark details.

The window has multiple tabs that users will be able to
navigate in order to make changes to the transaction.

Solution Description
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4.5.1. Transaction Header
The transaction tab contains the transaction header information of the transaction and summary of the transaction details.

Solution Description
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4.5.2. Intinerary / Invoice
The Itinerary tab stores the Itinerary and the Invoice Items details of the transaction.

Solution Description
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4.5.3. Remark
The Remark tab includes all the Remarks that were created in the transaction for both tracking and reporting purposes.

Solution Description
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4.5.4. Address
The Address tab contains the address information of both the Travel Management Company and the traveler or their company.

Solution Description
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4.5.5. History
The History tab contains any of the history associated with changes that are made to the transaction.

Solution Description
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4.6.

Financial Processing (XB50)

This process creates and activates a set of CentralCommand
transactions and creates the accounting distribution, posting
them to Accounts Receivable, Account Payable, and the
General Ledger. The process also updates CentralCommand
transaction history. This process includes a General Ledger
Analysis for the transactions, including Tax and General
Ledger Accounting Analysis.

Overview of financial processing
•

•

•
•
•

Financial Processing selects CentralCommand
transaction items and creates the accounting
distributions for Accounts Receivable, Accounts
Payable and General Ledger.
Each transaction must go through General Ledger (GL)
Analysis. This step completes the GL accounting string
by selecting relation values from linked attributes and
validating that account rules are met.
Standard processes within Agresso automatically do
this validation for you.
Distributions are created only for transactions that
have successfully passed validation for GL Analysis.
Records not successfully validated will remain in the
extract tables with a short error description on the
record explaining the reason for the error.

Solution Description

High level view of the main functions of the Financial
processing:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Selects transactions and adjustments that are ready
for processing.
Changes held adjustments to active and posts them if
they Held date is less than or equal to the posting
date.
Creates and filters CentralCommand transactions from
the transfer tables.
Performs validation, calculations, and tax calculations.
Creates a General Ledger distribution for each
transaction, based on your business rules.
Performs General Ledger Analysis on distributions.
Summarizes distributions, if required.
Assigns new transaction numbers to all distributions.
Creates distribution entries in the Batch Input table.
Creates entries in the CentralCommand transaction
history tables.
Removes entries from the transaction tables.
Posts the accounting transactions by initiating the
GL07 Batch Input of External Transactions process.

Transactions entered in CentralCommand are treated as
entries from an external system to UBW. To transfer this
information to Agresso, you use the Batch Input Transactions
for CentralCommand (GL07) server process.
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4.6.1. Financial Posting Rules
During the financial posting process the system needs to
know what to post based on the Accounting Structure. So
the process determines what chart of accounts are used
for the posting and then what details need to be posted
to the account.
As part of the process we have screen where you
configure what account are used to post different
transactions.
Transaction rules define the sales, cost of sales, and
revenue account numbers used during the General
Ledger posting process. The agency will define account
values for the Sales and Cost of Sales accounting method.

4.6.2. General Ledger Posting Examples
The system will automatically create the posting entries
from travel transaction based on the configuration. There
is several ways that we can also modify the postings by
configuring the financials modules to uses tools like:
•
•

Batch Input Triggers
Transaction Tiggers

Triggers give us the ability to use criteria in the posting
rule to move amounts from one account to another.
For example, if you are generating and charging fees in
the front office using the XD carrier code, since these are
considered BSP Transaction they normally are posted to
the ARCBSP – ASALE Account. But what we can do is add
the carrier code to the posting rule on that account then
create a trigger that moved the transaction detail
associated with the XD transaction and move it to a
Service Fee account.
We have provided some sample transaction posting on
the next page to give you an example of how
CentralCommand will post different transactions based
on the type of payment, etc.

Solution Description
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BSP Ticket – paid by CC in the GDS – No Commission – No Service Fee:

BSP Ticket – Paid by CC in the GDS – No Commission – With a Service Fee Charged by BSP:

There is a Receivable from BSP for $4.70 ($5.00 Fee - .70 BSP Processing Charge) and a Sales and Cost of sales associated with the
Service Fee.
BSP Ticket – Paid by CC in the GDS – with Commission and Service fee charged by BSP:

BSP Ticket – Paid by AR – with commission and Service Fee charged by BSP:

Solution Description
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5. Financial Analysis
Now that we have outlined some sample financial postings, the biggest benefit of the UBW platform is its ability to analyze the data
above using the Accounting Structure. Using the above example, you will see that we have posted transaction to accounts 4000 and
5000. Those account are being populated with the "Attributes" Branch, Customer, Activity Code (AIR) and the Carrier Code. In this case
we can analyze the P&L on any one of those Attributes:

Profit and Loss by Branch

Solution Description

Profit and Loss by Customer

Profit and Loss by Carrier
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6. Financial Modules
UBW has several Financial Modules that are part of the
application. The CentralCommand application has a subset of
the modules as part of the initial solution. The modules that are
included with CentralCommand are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

General Ledger
Accounts Receivable
Account Payable
Incoming Invoice Register
Bank Reconciliation
Batch Input
Activity Based Triggers

Additional Modules available for additional license cost are:
•
•
•
•
•

Cash Accounting
Fixed Assets
Consolidation
Contract Accounting
Loan Management

While these modules are available the majority of the Travel
Management companies have not had a use for these additional
modules.
In this section we will focus on the core CentralCommand
modules that you will get with the outlined solution. If you have
interest in any of the additional Financial Modules these can be
discussed further during the discovery or due diligence phase of
the sales process.

Solution Description
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6.1.

General Ledger

The General Ledger module provides features for
bookkeeping and periodic accounting tasks. Transactions of
nearly all types (for example Accounts Payable, Accounts
Receivable and Payroll) are recorded in the General Ledger.
Many transactions are generated by ERP and recorded
automatically. Others are entered manually, usually in VP10
windows, a window that assumes the name of the posting
cycle used.
GL Transaction Processing
You can handle General Ledger transactions on ERP Desktop
and ERP Web with or without the use of a workflow process.
This is how you would handle GL transactions without using
workflow features:
•
•

Someone enters a GL transaction in Registration of GL
transactions.
An accountant posts this transaction on the page Posting
GL transactions on ERP Web or in the posting window
General Ledger transactions on ERP Desktop.
OR

An accountant posts transaction directly (no registration
first). This is how you would handle GL transactions using a
workflow process for approval.

Solution Description

Note that you may use Workflow enquiry -GL transactions on
UBW Web or UBW Desktop to enquire about GL transactions on
workflow.
•
•

•

Someone enters a GL transaction in Registration of GL
transactions.
The workflow system picks up this item and sends it to
approval in GL transaction approval and possibly other
workflow steps modelled into the process.
When the workflow process is finished, an accountant
posts the item in the posting window General Ledger
transactions on ERP Desktop, using the command
Workflow transactions on the Tools menu to locate it, or
on Posting GL transactions on ERP Web.

Alternatively, transaction can be posted using a feature
integrated into Excel call the "Excelerator Postback". We
normally create templates that can be used over and over to
post large transactions automatically. We can also extract data
from the system – manipulate it in the case of allocation and
repost the data to different allocation accounts.
Recurring journals and accruals
You may post an expense in the VP10 window and distribute it
over future accounting periods. This is done using recurring
journals. Similarly, you may distribute an income over periods
using accruals.
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Reversals
Whereas incorrect transactions may be re-posted, invalid
transactions may be reversed. The latter are not removed from
the General Ledger, but rather cancelled with their amounts
reversed so that they have no fiscal influence on the bottom
line.
Automatic posting (triggers)

•

•
•

Transactions can be generated automatically using triggers.
Triggers reallocate transaction information to other accounts.
Triggers can be used to:

•

•
•
•

•

•

Create new transactions based on a posted transaction.
Apportion overheads and income.
Create inter-company transactions between different
companies.
Convert data.

•

General Ledger transactions - use this object to enquire
about unauthorized transactions, General Ledger
transactions and historic (over previous financial years)
General Ledger transactions.
Reversal transactions - use this object to enquire about
reversed transactions.
Tax transactions - use this object to enquire against the
registers for tax transactions.
Tax codes - using this object you can enquire about the tax
codes used for automatic posting of tax.
Accounts - use this object to enquire about chart of accounts
information.
Reconciled transactions - use this object to enquire about
open transactions per reconciliation account. You can also
enquire about reconciled or unreconciled items.

Objects
Objects are available in ERP Web, in the Reports section of the
Accounting module. They enable you to view reporting
information. You can filter and customize the objects to include
or exclude various information in your enquiry. The following
objects are available for General Ledger:
•

•

Trigger transactions - use this object to enquire about
automatic trigger-generated transactions recorded in the
trigger record.
Parked transactions - use this object to track down
transactions before a period is closed for posting.

Solution Description
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6.2.

Accounts Payable

Accounts payable, fully integrated with General ledger, is
designed to handle supplier invoices and their subsequent
payment. The module offers tools for tracking invoices from
receipt (and before that if you are also using the Purchasing
module in Logistics), and then following its progress through
the entire payment cycle.
Supplier groups and suppliers
Before you can register individual suppliers in this module,
you must establish supplier groups, into which suppliers are
added. Each supplier group is set up so that the suppliers
within the group are treated according to common rules (for
example supplier debt accounts, prepayment accounts,
currency, payment and discount terms). These rules may be
overridden at the supplier level if desired, but generally they
provide a template for standard treatment of suppliers and
simplify entry of new information.
All supplier information can be shared between different
companies using UBW.
Registering and posting invoices
Supplier invoices can be registered in three different ways:
•

With the help of the Registration of supplier invoices
window supplier invoices can be input and saved
without posting to the General ledger. Registered
invoices may later be authorized and posted so that
payments can be made.

Solution Description

•

•

Alternatively, supplier invoices may be authorized and
posted directly, without having been registered
previously. Posted invoices can be amended before
payments are made.
If Purchasing is installed, supplier invoices may be
posted from that module directly into Accounts
payable and General Ledger.

Registered invoices can be followed up using reports and
enquiry windows. When a registered invoice has been
authorized it can be posted to the General ledger and
Accounts payable (it gets a new transaction number if
different series have been defined for each function).
Maintain open items
Invoices that have not been fully matched to payments,
credit notes, and advance payments can be maintained in a
separate window.
Reversals
Invalid transactions may be reversed, using a proposal,
maintenance and confirmation process.
Payments and remittance
Payments are set up using a remittance proposal. In this
proposal, invoices are automatically selected for payment
according to user-defined criteria. The proposal may then be
amended allowing new invoices to be included or invoices to
be removed, and allowing the payment amounts to be
adjusted.
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Once the proposal has been confirmed, the selected invoices
can be paid in any of the following ways:
•
•
•
•

Cheque (cheques can be printed automatically by
UBW).
Written transfer (a letter detailing the amounts and
accounts may be printed automatically).
Electronic payment (BACS via a bank that supports
this payment method).
Manually (the payment can be posted, and the
supplier can be paid manually).

When an automatic payment method is used, the original
invoice is matched automatically, and discounts and currency
exchange gains and losses are calculated and posted.
Payments may be matched manually against outstanding
invoices.
Inquiries and reports
You can make inquiries against all supplier information,
including registered, outstanding and paid invoices. An
enquiry can give you this type of information:
•
•
•
•
•

All available information on the original invoice.
Matching transactions.
The General ledger transactions associated with an
invoice.
The invoices purchase order (from Purchasing).
Supplier payment statistics.

Objects
Objects are available in UBW Web, in the Reports section of
the Accounting module. They enable you to view reporting
information. You can filter and customize the objects to
include or exclude various information in your enquiry. The
following objects are available for Accounts payable:
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Solution Description

Open customer and supplier transactions - using this
object, you can enquire about outstanding and paid
invoices for all, or range of customers/suppliers. Both
the invoice and payment transactions can be
displayed.
Parked transactions - use this object to track down
transactions before a period is closed for posting.
Reversal transactions - use this object to enquire
about reversed transactions.
Payment methods - use this object to view payment
method details for different companies.
Supplier payment recipients - use this object to
enquire about payment recipients.
Supplier groups - using this object you can enquire
about supplier groups. Each supplier is connected to a
supplier group. All suppliers in the same supplier
group will share the same control account and
prepayment account.
Supplier output filters - using this object, you can view
whether the supplier has the relevant report output as
XML.
Supplier - use this object to enquire about supplier
information.
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•

•
•

Supplier transactions - using this object you can make
display information on registered, outstanding and
paid invoices.
Cheque registers - use this object to enquire about
the cheques.
Import customers or suppliers - use this object to
enquire about imported customers and suppliers.
Property groups like customer/supplier, contact
information, invoice, payment or relation can be
added as reporting criteria.

Solution Description
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6.3.

Accounts Receivable
Payment follow-up

Accounts receivable is used to record, monitor and pay
invoices that have been raised and sent from elsewhere in
UBW (sales orders, project invoices, free-text invoices) or
from external systems. Details are posted automatically from
other UBW modules and require no further intervention.
Invoices from external systems may be registered manually
or imported.
Customer groups and customers
Before you register individual customers in this module, you
must establish customer groups into which customers are
added. Each customer group is set up so that the customers
within the group are treated according to common rules (for
example payment methods, General Ledger accounts,
reminders and interest handling for late payment and invoice
currency).These rules may be overridden at the customer
level if desired, but generally provide a template for standard
treatment and simplify registration of new information. All
customer information can be shared between different
companies using UBW.

You can enquire about and make amendments to unpaid
customer invoices. For invoices that have not been paid within
the due data, the reminder process allows you go generate
reminder proposals, check the results and make amendments
before confirming the proposal.
Debt collection
You may run a routine, subject to selection criteria, to pass a file
of outstanding debts to a collection agency. The agency collects
the payment on your behalf and returns a file containing the
payment. Alternatively, they may send a notification that they
have been unable to collect the item. This automatically updates
the status of the item and makes it ready for write-off.
Automatic write-off
You may run automatic write-off of bad debts with a loss
proposal, customer credit diary, electronic interface with debt
collection and credit information agencies, direct debit and
notes portfolio.

Registering and posting invoices
UBW uses a standard window for the input of customer
invoices. Invoice scan be input manually using this window
or transferred automatically from an external system (for
example from Sales Orders). You also have the option of
entering free-text invoices.

Solution Description
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Payments and Reversals

Objects

Payments from customers can be easily matched to an invoice
and posted through an invoice matching window. Payments can
also be matched automatically, and unpaid invoices can be
moved between customers or from customers to suppliers.
Credit notes and advance payments are also easy to process. For
countries where electronic payment systems are available,
payments can be matched and processed automatically. Taxes
and discounts are calculated and posted automatically. A
separate remittance routine can be used to reimburse customers
with credit notes or overpaid invoices. Invalid transactions may
be reversed, using a proposal, maintenance and confirmation
process.

Objects are available in UBW Web, in the Reports section of the
Accounting module. They enable you to view reporting
information. You can filter and customize the objects to include
or exclude various information in your enquiry. The following
objects are available for Accounts receivable:

Inquiries
You can make inquiries against all customer information,
including both outstanding and paid invoices. An inquiry can
give you this type of information:
•
•
•
•
•

All available information on the original invoice.
Paid and unpaid invoices.
The General Ledger transactions associated with an
invoice.
The invoice sales order (from Sales Orders).
Customer payment statistics.

Solution Description

•

•
•
•

•

Open customer and supplier transactions - using this
object, you can enquire about outstanding and paid
invoices for all, or a range of customers/suppliers. Both
the invoice and payment transactions can be displayed.
Parked transactions - use this object to track down
transactions before a period is closed for posting.
Reversal transactions - use this object to enquire about
reversed transactions.
Credit terms - this object is used to enquire about terms
of payment. These payment terms are held as defaults
against suppliers or customers and are used during
transaction posting for the automatic calculation of due
date, early settlement discount date and amount.
Interest/Reminder rules - this object is used to enquire
about the rules for the calculation of interest charges, for
reminder letters for late payment and for payment plans.
The rules are used in the Customer and Customer groups
windows. You can have interest/reminder rules on the
invoice level if you are using the Batch input transactions
server process from external system.
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•

•
•

•

•

•

Payment plan templates - using this object you can
report on payment plan templates and their unique IDs.
These are used in Payment plan to invoice customers
according to a specific instalment frequency. Payment
plans include information about invoice amounts and due
dates.
Payment methods - use this object to view payment
method details for different companies.
Customer groups - use this object to enquire about
customer groups. Each customer is connected to a
customer group and customers in the same customer
group share the same accounts. The group may also be
used to define common treatment rules concerning
currency, payment terms, tax system, interest billing,
reminders and payment plans. A customer group may
contain a single customer or many customers.
Customer payment recipients - using this object, you can
enquire about payment recipients. Payment recipients are
used if the customer pays via a third party and not
directly to the supplier.
Customer output filters - using this object, you can view
whether the customer has the relevant report output as
XML.
Customer - this object is used to enquire about customer
information included in the customer master file. The file
contains practical information on individual customers
and can be shared by several companies.

Solution Description

•

•

•
•

Customer transactions - using this object, you can
enquire about outstanding and paid invoices for all, or a
range of customers. Both the invoice and payment
transactions can be displayed. Unlike the Open customer
and supplier transactions object, only customer invoices
can be viewed using this object.
Payment plans - use this object to view payment plans for
all customers. It contains information about invoice
amounts and due dates.
Note portfolio - use this object to enquire about note
items.
Import customers or suppliers - use this object to enquire
about imported customers and suppliers. Property
groups like customer/supplier, contact information,
invoice, payment or relation can be added as reporting
criteria.

Interest debiting
Invoices that are paid after their due dates can be charged with
interest. An interest note proposal is run according to userdefined rules. Before the interest is posted to the General
Ledger and interest invoices are printed, you can check and
amend the interest note proposal. You may use several different
methods to charge interest on late payments. Interest is posted
automatically to General Ledger and Accounts receivable.
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6.4.

Bank Reconciliation

Process overview
•

Bank Reconciliation contains routines for both manual and
automatic bank reconciliation in the General Ledger against
bank statements. These are the most important features:
•
•

•
•

•

•

You can reconcile at any time.
Reconciliations have full audit trail, which comprises
the following:
o You can enquire about previous reconciliations
and you may reprint the reports at any time.
o The full history of the items that have been
matched, including the time and by which
resource, and why items have not been
matched at what time and by which resource.
o Ability to correct historic items.
o Stronger validation and tracking of balances.
o Historical statistics on balances, differences,
trends, etc.
All reconciliation reports show summary and details of
balances and matches.
Bank statement processes handle scenarios with
multi-company, multi-bank, multi-statement and
multi-currency.
You can use match codes in automatic matching to
define match rules. Automatic matching includes date
tolerance, sub-strings and matching by transaction
types. You can also define match code sequences to
use different combinations of priority order.
In manual matching you can make notes about nomatched items for audit purposes.

Solution Description

•
•
•
•
•

Enter bank statements either automatically with CB05
Import bank statement or manually with Manual bank
statement window. Cashbook transactions are transferred
automatically from the General Ledger by the TPS.
Define or verify that you have set up matching rules in
the window Match codes.
Match transaction automatically with CB09 Automatic
matching or manually in the window Manual matching.
Choose an end date if you start a new reconciliation for a
bank.
Run CB10Confirm reconciliation.
Optionally, recreate historical reconciliation reports with
CB12 Reprint reconciliation.

These windows and server processes are described in detail
below.
•

•

•

Auto-find - This function finds the rows for which you
need to complete the match if there are unmatched
items in the Manual matching window.
Autoposting - This is the process of automatically
recognizing bank originated transactions on the
statement and posting them to a ledger, for example
interest payments.
Balance tracking - The system tracks the bank balance
and identifies this at any time. This is used to:
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Check that uploaded bank statements are consistent. Provide
meaningful reports to compare and reconcile the bank
statements with the cashbook.
•

•

•

Match codes - If you want the system to automatically
find related cashbook transactions and bank
statement transaction, you can define match codes
stating how the search should be performed.
Match sequence - In a match sequence you define the
order in which the match code searches should be
carried out.
Not matchable items versus unmatched items - Not
matchable items are items which were not matched in
a reconciliation. Unmatched items were matched in a
previous reconciliation but have later been
unmatched.

Objects
Objects are available in UBW Web, in the Reports section of
the Accounting module. They enable you to view reporting
information. You can filter and customize the objects to
include or exclude various information in your enquiry. The
following objects are available for Bank reconciliation:
•

•

•

Match bank reconciliation items - use this object to
enquire about a chosen bank and to see a summary of
all matched items.
Cashbook transactions - use this object to enquire
about the open and/or historical cashbook
transactions.
Bank statements - use this object to enquire about
bank statement files.

Some of the windows described in this manual are available
for both UBW Web and UBW Desktop. Please note that the
layout and appearance of the windows may be slightly
different on the two platforms.

Solution Description
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7. Automated Billing (Bulk)
The ServeVita Automated solution using UBW Project Costing and Billing module allows Travel Management Companies to bill
customers for services fare beyond just standard fees. The solution can bill customers for everything from recurring Management Fees,
Hourly costs of the technology team to develop OBT solutions, website, profile loading on behalf of a customer. We can also automate
the capture of recoverable billable expenses or agent salaries.
The following flow provides an overview of each step of the billing process and what can be possibly billed during the process:

Before we explain each part of process please remember that the biggest driver is the ticketing process from the GDS or other 3rd party
tool that is interfaced into CentralCommand. In most cases that is where it starts. Secondly, this is solution is geared to customers that
are usually billed on a periodic basis such as weekly, monthly etc. and not on a transactional basis.
Big benefits of this solution include the ability to invoice faster after month end, more accurate billing and no missed items. Which
equates to more revenue on a timely basis.

Groups and Meetings
A second use of this solution is to manage your Group and Meeting activities. This allows us to generate invoices for customer deposits
and track Work in Progress. We can then issue a final invoice and automate the posting from WIP to Expenses. The Project Module also
allows to manage the budget of each Project to ensure that the it is profitable at every step of the way.

Solution Description
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7.1. Process Explanation
We will walk through all the steps associated to the
Automated Billing solution. The solution utilizes existing
functionality that we have explained and is standard with the
CentralCommand solution. So you should be familiar with
some of the functionality.
7.1.1. Service Fees Accruals
As we discussed above under the Service Fees section, we
will generate fees using the accrual method. These fees
will accumulate in a GL Accrual account with are then
processed by the system and eventually feed into the
Invoice Base later in the process.
7.1.2. Service Fee Results
We can use Service Fee Results window to ensure that all
fees have been processed correctly in the travel module
and posted to the General Ledger.
7.1.3. Posting of Service Fees \ AR Tickets
As part of the automation the fees and in some cases if
your arrangement with your customer requires you to bill
other travel services – such as Air ticket, rail tickets,
auxiliary items, these can all be feed through the financial
processing process and posted to the invoice base.
7.1.4. General Ledger Accounts
As part of the configuration we will set specific cost
account that will be used to capture the costs and then
pass those cost to the billing system to billed back to the
customer, this will also include the accrued revenue
accounts with the services that we generated.

Solution Description

We will also include ant expense accounts that may have
a direct cost to a specific project or customer for billing
purposes. For example, we can take the office costs that
are allocate to customer or direct agent cost and post
them to the invoice base to bill the customer.
7.1.5. Transaction Processing Server
The Transaction Processing Server (TPS) is what posts
transaction that have been sent either through the GL,
AP, AR windows or through the Batch Input process the
General Ledger and applicable subledgers. This process
also validates the data once more to ensure that it
complete and transactions balance.
7.1.6. Expenses Balance Table
Once the TPS runs the Expenses Balance Table will be
updated with all the billable transactions, service fees,
expenses etc. This is a holding table until they are
processed by the Processing of Time and Expense server
process which will then put the billable transactions in the
invoice base.
7.1.7. Process of Time and Expenses
This is a Server Process that determines if an item is
billable or not based on the Invoice Rule on the Project
Master file. It also determines if there is any markup to be
applied to the billable item. If you are recording time
against projects and they are also billable this process will
determine the billable rate and insert the billable time
into the invoice base.
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7.1.8. Invoice Base
Once the above processes have been complete; (please
note that in most cases the above can be completely
automated or we can create check and balances in place
to ensure that everything is accurate.) we will now have
all the billable items accumulated in the invoice base. At
this point the billing team could review all the billable
items, they will be able to sort or filter the items however
they want. The billing team can park or Close items to
keep them from being processed during the invoice
steps. They will have the ability to check any billing rates
and mark-ups that should have been applied. Once they
are satisfied that the invoice looks correct the Invoice
Proposal can be generated.

7.1.10. Generate Invoices
Once the invoice has had it final approval the invoice is
generated. What we have found is in most instances is it
not just about the invoice but all the supporting
documentation that people will receive. For example,
usually with a invoice in our solution you in need to
provide back up reports. We have been able to provide
these reports all in one server process so that users do
not have to manually pull these together – in most cases
from multiple systems.
Our invoice is usually supported by the following sub
reports:
•
•

7.1.9. Create Invoice Proposal
One of the main benefits of UBW is the workflow
automation, the invoice generation process is a perfect fit
for the use of the Workflow Engine. Each step of the
invoice process can be automated.
The first step to generating an invoice is the invoice
proposal. The proposal can be used to be sent to account
managers who will then review the billing items before
billing the customer. The approver can then accept,
modify or reject the invoice proposal. Once they have
completed the required action the invoice will be routed
to the next step based on the workflow.

Solution Description

•
•
•

Invoice
AIR Transactions related to any Fees
generated.
Travel Invoice Item Details
Billable Expense Details
Timesheet Details

We can also add more if required.
Lastly through the tools that are available in the system
we can also:
•
•

Automate the distribution of the invoice to the
client
Create a Data Archive of the Invoice on the
transaction, in the Project Masterfile or even on
the Customer Masterfile
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7.1.11. Posting of Invoices
The last step of the billing automation is the posting of
the invoice to the GL and AR. Again, this step is usually
automated.
The key is that the system is going to post to the correct
accounts every time so you will have consistent journal
entries each month. This will ensure that all your
budgeting and financial statements are clean and include
the details you need to analyze your data.

7.2. Groups and Meetings
The Groups and Meetings process follows the above steps as
a bulk billing process. The only difference will be the type of
transactions that are generated and feed into the billing
system.
For example, most events take months to plan out so
depending on your revenue recognition process we will
record invoices to customers as customer deposits on the
balance sheet then track costs to Work in Progress (WIP)
accounts balance sheet also.
Transaction posted to the WIP accounts are feed to the
billing system. At the end of the event the final invoice can
be generated with all the billing details.
It is at that point that we can move the WIP Transactions
from the WIP accounts to the expense accounts using a
postback.

Solution Description
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8. ServeVita Steps of Service
While each implementation is unique as it relates to the client and their business, ServeVita has a standard approach to helping our
clients walk through the implementation process. ServeVita's "Steps of Service" allows us to build a relationship with your agency as we
implement the solution. Whether it's listening to your needs in seeking out a new solution or leveraging our expertise to avoid costly
delays and issues in the implementation, our steps create a seamless project. Following go-live, our goal is to have users feel confident
that they can use the software without costly support hours, but still know they can count on us for further customizations and
upgrades down the road.

8.1. Discover the Need

8.2. Project Planning

ServeVita is committed to listening to our clients. We ask the
questions that help both parties identify the root problems
that are blocking our clients from achieving their business
objectives. In this phase, ServeVita gains insight into what
makes Your agency's business unique.

ServeVita takes the information learned about the client and
begins to plan the proposed solution. Our project plans are
agile and customized to work with the organization we are
working on the implementation with. ServeVita gathers
stakeholders in the project for a project kick off meeting to
walk through ServeVita's methodology and officially start the
project.

Solution Description
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8.3. Infrastructure Set-up

8.6. Training

ServeVita works with the IT team at Your agency to ensure
the correct hardware and software is in place. We then install
Unit4 in your environment.

Our goal is to create independent superusers (identified by
the company during the earlier phases) and to get end users
repeated exposure to the solution. ServeVita wants to
establish comfort and confidence of users on the capability
of the application so that the full potential of the solution is
realized following go-live. ServeVita approaches training as
an on-going activity. Even outside of dedicated "training"
activities, we want to create a partnership with our clients
that contributes to a knowledge sharing environment.

8.4. Business Analysis
With a project plan in mind, ServeVita embarks on the
business analysis, which is a continuation of the conversation
that happened under the "Discovering the Need" phase.
ServeVita still works during this phase to ask the right
questions and understand the unique processes of our client.
ServeVita hosts fun, engaging workshops to collaborate with
the client's teams to collect all the requirements for the
solution. The result is clear and concise documentation of
the current business processes and what advantages the
solution should provide. Also during this phase, Your agency
will begin data collection required to make their company a
reality in the solution.

8.5. Configuration
Under configuration, ServeVita consultants develop a custom
solution that is uniquely our client's. We are not afraid to
build outside the box or be creative in configuring or
developing specialized components to directly solve
problems. Configuration is where ServeVita proves that our
clients are purchasing more than software.

Solution Description

8.7. Testing
In the Testing phase of the implementation, clients can be at
peace that ServeVita will engage Your agency users to
execute a comprehensive testing plan and make agile
solution tweaks to ensure a completed, proven solution.

8.8. Go Live
Welcome to your victory lap. Given the extensive work put
into the solution and the thorough testing already
completed, there are no surprises here.

8.9. Post Implementation Services
Post-Implementation we want to make sure that your
solution continues to change with Your agency. We assist
through any services that are needed. We can develop and
design new reports and features and be there when it is time
to upgrade to the next milestone (we recommend upgrading
every other milestone release)!
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